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Moto g4 Official [Camera, File Manager, Time Weather Widget, Boot Logo &amp; Animation] Moto g4 Official [Camera, File Manager, Time and Weather Widget , Boot Logo &amp; Boot Animation] For all Moto G Devices Time and Weather Description Widget Download: All LINKS NO Mirror please.... Weather and Weather widget app: LINK Time and
Weather Widget Flashable Zip : LINK Instructions Apps . Download the file to your phone. Install it as other Flashable Zip Apk files. Download the file to your phone. Restart in TWRP/CWM Recovery . Flash the Zip file where it was downloaded. Reboot &amp; Enjoy Moto g4 Boot Logo &amp; Boot Animation Downloads: All LINKS NO Mirror please..... For
Stock ROM Boot Logo &amp; Animation Flashable Zip : LINK For Custom ROM Boot Logo Flashable Zip : LINK &amp; Boot Animation Flashable Zip : LINK Moto g4 / Moto g4 Plus Nougat Boot Animation : All Links NO Mirror please..... For custom ROM Boot Logo Flashable Zip : LINK &amp; Boot Animation Flashable Zip : LINK Instructions . Download the
file to your phone. Restart in TWRP/CWM Recovery . Flash the Zip file where it was downloaded. Reboot &amp; Enjoy File Manager Downloads: All links NO Mirror please.... App File Manager: LINK statements . Download the file to your phone. Install it like other camera downloads of the Apk file: all NO Mirror links please.... Camera app: LINK Camera
Flashable Zip (flash all 4 File to work properly Stock Camera) : LINK Those who have to deal with the SD card problem in the camera app solution is here LINK App Instructions. Download the file to your phone. Install it as other Flashable Zip Apk files. Download the file to your phone. Restart in TWRP/CWM Recovery . Flash the Zip file where it was
downloaded. Restart and enjoy Galary downloads: all NO Mirror links please.... Galary app: LINK instructions. Download the file to your phone. Install it like other Apk files What works. All! What's wrong. You tell me! Credits. Alberto97 . Even for me. SenorChang . VivekChib007 . dado_13 the last change: April 18, 2017 Reactions: JT1510365, Srchk.all,
futurcastello and another 71 if you change the LCD density of the display to less than 320 DPI, then it will not work....... you have to set it to 320 PPE, so only Reactions works: Zahid89 Page 2 Use the Nova launcher for the best widget resizer ...... if you are in stock rom, you need to flash the camera zip file ...... wait a few seconds I'm loading it I have a Titan
Moto G 2014. All apps work well, but Gallery and Time&amp;Wheater App don't install Apps not installed Using Cyanogenmod 13. Any ideas? I have a Titano Moto G 2014. All apps work well, but Gallery and Time&amp;Wheater App don't install Apps not installed Using Cyanogenmod 13. Any ideas? First time he couldn't install...... but try the second and
third time for the app using the Internet..... I think it will solve your problem Where are the manual control of the apk camera? Doesn't this apk have this option? Thank you. Enviado desde mi Moto G 2014 using Tapatalk you can unlock the bootloader bootloader Easy.... I'm trying to flash with motorola material recovery, and it doesn't work, could you tell me
what's the right way to do it? in the zip file of the locked boot loader will not be installed, you can try with the camera apk file provided in this thread..... install it as other normal files Last modified: Jun 4, 2016 I'm using CM 12.1 in my Moto g Xt 1068 with old bootloader (maybe}. I couldn't install or flash the camera. Any help? Updated thread...... Moto g4 Boot
Logo &amp; Boot Animation For Stock &amp; Custom ROM Link added.... Last modified: June 5, 2016 I'm sorry, but the camera zip doesn't work for me. I tried to install it with TWRP and apparently it does, but the phone starts normally and is not installed and does not appear in the list of installed apps. I am in stock rom 5.1 Moto G 2013. Page 3 Bootlogo
&amp; animation doesn't work for my Stock MM. I flashed unlocked zip because I unlocked bootloader. The recovery of TWRP 3.0 gives me the error by saying that this is only for custom rom. Bootlogo &amp; animation doesn't work for my Stock MM. I flashed unlocked zip because I unlocked bootloader. The recovery of TWRP 3.0 gives me the error by
saying that this is only for custom rom. if the boot loader is locked, flash locked zip file or if you have bootloader unlocked, flash unlocked zip file........ if the boot loader is locked, flash locked zip file or if you have bootloader unlocked, flash unlocked zip file........ That's what I said, I unlocked bootloader, so I tried flash unlocked file and the recovery twrp3.0
says it's only for custom rom (I got an error). I am in stock mm This is what I said, I unlocked bootloader, so I tried to flash unlocked file and the recovery twrp3.0 says it is only for custom rom (I received an error). I am in stock mm if you are using Stock Rom then u should try stock zip file........ if there is still a PM me Camera problem it works well (devics runs
TurboROM from Vidhanth). And the bootologist &amp; bootanimation is really nice! Thank you! Page 4 What is the location of the camera file? I used the flashing zipper, realized I preferred Google's camera and now I want to delete it. I can't find com.motorola.cameraone in the system/app. Camera features I flashed the camera zip on stock rom now the slow
motion feature is not present in camera modes!! on motorcycle g2 stock 6.0 Last modified: 12 Jun 2016 The front camera on the Nexus 6 does not work even advanced controls do not work. Enviado desde mi Nexus 6 via Tapatalk The front camera on the Nexus 6 does not work even advanced controls do not work. Enviado desde mi Nexus 6 via Tapatalk
before installing/downloading any from any 1st site read the thread/page header........ Last modified: June 12, 2016 this Motorola application is not for the nexus 6 model is for motorcycle models..... before installing/downloading any app from any 1st site read the thread/page header........ I know and I wanted to try it, I wanted to give you an opinion installed
on another model, but thank you for the .. Good luck and greetings friend Enviado desde mi Nexus 6 via Tapatalk I know him and I wanted to try it, I wanted to give you an opinion installed on another model, but thank you for the observation. Good luck and greetings friend Enviado desde mi Nexus 6 via Tapatalk Ok I will try to make this all motorcycle apps
installer universal models.... Updated thread........ Camera enabler for all models..... Camera + Image Tuner...... Moto All Apps Enabler for Motorola / Non Motorola devices .......... Camera &amp; Moto App Enabler zip I did not test....... but feel free to test and tell the reports............. or can PM me Last modified: Jun 15, 2016 Page 5 I'm using aosp and I want
to install the camera, which file should I install? Flasheable Zip is the most reliable method, first uninstalling the old camera app, and then downloading and installing zip from recovery (TWRP rememendd), clearing cache/dalvik and restarting... :d s crossedita: Reactions: quechua1 I installed this hoping that the storage settings will work since they don't work
on the bike g The stock camera of 2 on cm13 and the setting is there, but edit is also disabled here: XInternalSD updated yesterday by fixing sd card permissions in CM13 and all apps that work with the sd card work well now. Last modified: June 26, 2016 Official Moto g4 [Camera, File Manager, Time and Weather Widget, Boot Logo &amp; Boot Animation]
For Moto g1, g2 , g3 , g4 Description Time and Weather Widget Downloads: All Links NO Mirror please.... Weather and weather widget app: LINK instructions. Download the file to your phone. Install it like other Apk File Moto g4 Boot Logo &amp; Boot Animation Download: All links NO Mirror please.... For Stock ROM Boot Logo &amp; Animation Flashable
Zip : LINK for Custom ROM Boot Logo &amp; Animation Flashable Zip : LINK Instructions . Download the file to your phone. Restart in TWRP/CWM Recovery . Flash the Zip file where it was downloaded. Reboot &amp; Enjoy File Manager Downloads: All links NO Mirror please.... App File Manager: LINK statements . Download the file to your phone. Install it
like other camera downloads of the Apk file: all NO Mirror links please.... Camera enabler for all models: LINK Camera + Image Tuner : LINK Camera App : LINK Camera Flashable Zip : LINK Instructions . Download the file to your phone. Install it like other Downloads of Galary Apk file: all links NO Mirror please.... Galary app: LINK instructions. Download the
file to your phone. Install it like other Apk files What works. All! What's wrong. You tell me! Credits. Alberto97 . VivekChib007 . SenorChang . To me also download: all links NO Mirror please.... Moto All Apps Enabler For Motorola / Non Motorola Devices : LINK enjoy What is the image tuner? I can't find Difference? Also do I need root access for all motion app
enablers? Hi, I flashed the zip camera app for g4 on my g2 via twrp now I want to uninstall it, but I can't uninstall it since it is defined as a system app now. Please help me uninstall it. Thank you How can I slow motion video recording in the G4 plus camera? My phone is moto g xt1033 Is it possible to use professional mode? Time and Weather Widget &amp;
File Manager does not work with Moto G (2014) LTE. Even flashable zip for time and time widgets doesn't work. Last modified: June 27, 2016 Which flash there is a camera zip enabling camera and camera tuner zip + image... which to flash?? motorcycle g 2014 running cm13 ---------- Post added at 07:42 ---------- The previous post was at 07:28 ----------
hello can you also add uninstaller zip? it will be useful in case we want to uninstall apps especially the launch animation.. thanks storage space to the SD card that does not work Storage option on the SD card that does not work on motorcycle g2 xt1068 running cm13 every night.... It's off, please, can you fix it?? there is a camera zip enabling camera and
camera tuner zip + image... which to flash?? motorcycle g 2014 running cm13 ---------- Post added at 07:42 ---------- The previous post was at 07:28 ---------- hello can you also add uninstaller zip? it will be useful in case we want to uninstall apps especially the launch animation.. thank you You can flash camera.zip or camera + imagetuner.zip, I don't see any
difference, but maybe the imagetuner does his job somewhere behind the scenes. The main .zip is to make the camera .apk upgradable by playstore. Storage option to SD card that does not work on motorcycle g2 xt1068 running cm13 every night.... It's off, please, can you fix it?? It is always turned off, this is a problem within CM sources, not the camera. If
you flash stock, the problem will be gone. Why don't I create a tasker profile that copies the images to the sd card and deletes them in internal memory after the camera is closed? Simple solution. Screenshot_20160627-044245.png great job, thank you!! Page 6 The links don't respond I got a high-speed internet connection, but downloading the enemy of the
link is not responding. Official Moto g4 [Camera, File Manager, Weather and Weather Widget, Startup Logo &amp; Startup Animation] For Moto g1, g2, g3 , g4 Time and Weather Description Widget Download: All links NO Mirror please.... Weather and Weather widget app: LINK Time and Weather Widget Flashable Zip : LINK Instructions Apps . Download
the file to your phone. Install it as other Flashable Zip Apk files. Download the file to your phone. Restart in TWRP/CWM Recovery . Flash the Zip file where it was downloaded. Reboot &amp; Enjoy Moto g4 Boot Logo &amp; Boot Animation Downloads: All LINKS NO Mirror please.... For Stock ROM Boot Logo &amp; Animation Flashable Zip : LINK for
Custom ROM Boot Logo &amp; Animation Flashable Zip : LINK Instructions . the file in your phone. Restart in TWRP/CWM Recovery . Flash the Zip file where it was downloaded. Reboot &amp; Enjoy File Manager Downloads: All links NO Mirror please.... App File Manager: LINK statements . Download the file to your phone. Install it like other camera
downloads of the Apk file: all NO Mirror links please.... Camera App: LINK Camera Enabler Enabler All zip models flashable: LINK Camera + Image Tuner Flashable Zip : LINK Camera Flashable Zip : LINK Those facing the SD card problem in the camera app solution is here LINK Instructions Apps. Download the file to your phone. Install it as other Flashable
Zip Apk files. Download the file to your phone. Restart in TWRP/CWM Recovery . Flash the Zip file where it was downloaded. Restart and enjoy Galary downloads: all NO Mirror links please.... Galary app: LINK instructions. Download the file to your phone. Install it like other Apk files What works. All! What's wrong. You tell me! Credits. Alberto97 . Even for
me. SenorChang . VivekChib007 . dado_13 download: all NO Mirror links please.... Moto All Apps Enabler For Motorola / Non Motorola Devices : LINK enjoy Reactions: neeraj.lambaa Camera App is not installed I'm having MOTO G2 (NOT ROOTED), I was trying to install moto G4 camera app but it is not installing. HOW DO I OVERWRITE THE MOTO G4
CAMERA APP ON MY EXISTING CAMERA APP.? Thank you, man I like the Gallery app of Moto G4, Now I have :laughs: Edit: It crashes when it opens in Moto G 2014 (CM 12.1) Sent by my Moto G 2014 using XDA Labs Last modified: July 19, 2016 Hello. I have a Motorola Moto G4 Plus (2016). And I can't find the file manager app you posted. Where's he
on my phone? Thanks in advanced There is something we can do to make the camera work on DPI under 320 ?? all apps work perfectly here, including SLO MO videos thank you so much for your work! flash that Boot Logo without twrp someone could tell me a way to flash that boot logo without having to flash through twrp?maybe in fastboot mode,thx in
advance :good: Motorcycle Gallery not working on cm13 Page 7 Unfortunately the camera stopped. java.lang.UnsatisfiedLinkError: dlopen failed: library /system/priv-app/MotCamera/MotCamera.apk!/lib/armeabi-v7a/libjni_mot_mosaic.so not found on java.lang.Runtime.loadLibrary(Runtime.java:372) at java.lang.System.loadLibrary(System.java:1076) at
com.android.camera.Mosaic. &lt;clinit&gt;(Mosaic.java:96) at com.android.camera.MosaicFrameProcessor. &lt;init&gt;(MosaicFrameProcessor.java:80) at com.android.camera.MosaicFrameProcessor.getInstance(MosaicFrameProcessor.java:74) at com.motorola.camera.panorama.PanoCleanupCallable.call(PanoCleanupCallable.java:19) at com
.motorola.camera.panorama.PanoCallable.run(PanoCallable.java:32) at com.motorola.camera.camera.panorama.PanoramaService$1.handleMessage(PanoramaService.java:45) at android.os.Handler.dispatchMessage(Handler.java &lt;0&gt;:98) on android.os.Looper.loop(Looper.java:148) on android.os.HandlerThread.run(HandlerThread.java:61) sent by
Moto G2014 with cm13 someone could tell me a way to flash that Boot Logo without having to flash through in fastboot,thx mode in advance :good: if the zipped file comes with a '.bin' file inside it, you could pull it out and flash it via fastboot with this command: fastboot flash logo binnamefile.bin Gallery app works for me. But I have problems with &lt;/init&gt;
&lt;/clinit&gt; &lt;/clinit&gt; App manager. I dumped him. From Pc -&gt; copy and switch to download folder on your phone. But when I'm tapping it, I'm getting an error message That can't open the file. Do I have moto g4 plus xt1642 Dare to install the Moto X XT1058 2013? The camera has been updated in the play store and now forces the closure every time
I open it. It has already made a clear cache of the app but it doesn't work. use the camera enabler zip file...... link given on the first page that I tried but it doesn't work. More questions: flashing boot logo and animation then: Install the zip file '/sdcard/Download/[Custom ROM] Motorola Stock G4 Boot Animation.zip' MD5 File Control... MD5 control ignored: No
MD5 file found I:Zip does not contain SELinux file_contexts file in root. I:Initialized the legacy property environment. Installing gptupgrade Update Extensions Script Aborted: ERROR: Error: Device Mismatch. Startup animation is out of date. Break. Note these if you have problems: ro.product.device=quark ro.build.product=quark ro.cm.device= ERROR:
Device mismatch. Startup animation is out of date. Break. The upgrade process ended with ERROR: 7 I:Legacy Property Environment disabled. Error installing zip file '/sdcard/Download/[Custom ROM] Motorola Stock G4 Boot Animation.zip' Sent by my DROID Turbo using Tapatalk which model you are using..... and which Roma?? itself all the file I'm using
in my RR M ROM XT1068 and no problem I'm facing so far..... Can you convert the custom roma motorcycle app? Official Moto g4 [Camera, File Manager, Time and Weather Widget, Startup Logo &amp; Startup Animation] For Moto g1, g2, g3, g4 camera download: all NO Mirror links please.... Camera app :LINK Camera Enabler for all zip models
flashable:LINK Camera + Flashable Zip Image Tuner :LINK Flashable Zip Camera :LINK Those facing the SD card problem in the Camera App solution is here LINK Instructions Apps. Download the file to your phone. Install it as other Flashable Zip Apk files. Download the file to your phone. Restart in TWRP/CWM Recovery . Flash the Zip file where it was
downloaded. Restart and enjoy Galary downloads: all NO Mirror links please.... Galary app :LINK Instructions . Download the file to your phone. Install it like other Apk file downloads: all NO Mirror links please.... Moto All Apps Enabler For Motorola / Non Motorola Devices :LINK please please really let me know that you help me. I have questions. Does
Survival Script have .zip files? If I flash the camera and gallery will the repertory camera from the Rom? Can you update apps from the Play Store? What the enabler does camera for all flashable zip and camera models + flashable zip image tuner? What is the difference or in what cases should I use it? what does this Moto All Apps enablement do for
Motorola / Non Motorola devices? Im in DU Rom and I want to install The camera and gallery only.... please help me Please can someone answer me? Page 8 Please, please be really open to help me. I have questions. Does Survival Script have .zip files? If I flash the camera and and gallery will exempt the repertory camera from the Rom? Can you update
apps from the Play Store? What does the camera enabler do for all flashable zip and camera models + flashable zip image tuner? What is the difference or in what cases should I use it? what does this Moto All Apps enablement do for Motorola / Non Motorola devices? Im in DU Rom and I want to install The camera and gallery only.... please help me 1. IDK
2. If you have the same signature. I think: yes 3. yes, but then force closes 4. IDK 5. IDK 6 IDK Please can someone answer me? I can only talk about camera/image tuner and camera enabler: on my device it does not erase the standard camera (Moto G 2014 on Turbo ROM). The image tuner is an additional module to enhance the images, on my device I
see no difference, neither in the settings nor in the quality. The camera enabler is for updating both playstore apps, but I can update even without it. But I wouldn't do it with a Moto G 2014 as the latest update we close the camera strength. Sent by my Moto G 2014 using the XDA-Developers mobile app .... But I wouldn't do it with a Moto G 2014 as the latest
update we close the camera strength. Submitted by my Moto G 2014 using the XDA-Developers mobile app Here is a workaround to prevent the app from updating: 1. Download this: play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=kellinwood.zipsigner2 2. Back up /system/priv-app/MotCamera/MotCamera.apk (with some sort of root-explorer) 3. Zipsign /system/priv-
app/MotCamera/MotCamera.apk 4. replace the original MotCamera.apk with the signed one 5 set the right permissions (644) 6. restart Now the camera is no longer updated from the play store. It worked for me. No guarantee, you are responsible for what you are doing Last change: September 14, 2016 Hello... I want to install motorcycle room... Currently on
CM13 Last Night... Which zip file should I choose from all the hinges... Thank you in advance... Is there a way to install the camera on screens below 320 dpi? Tried in Moto X (317 dpi) but strength close. Thank you. I had the professional mode working, but the play store updated the apk and I lost the professional mode How can I recover the professional
mode? I had the professional mode working, but the play store updated the apk and I lost the professional mode How can I recover the professional mode? How did you manage to use professional mode? In order not to update the camera I just disabled it on the play store and no problem.. I'm using moto g 2014 turbo ROM marshmallow, I flashed zip camera



but it doesn't work, not able to capture photos with camera, while flashing wasn't showing any md5 files found.... ---------- Post at 07:19 ---------- Previous Post was at 07:10 ---------- M using motorcycle g 2014 turbo ROM marshmallow, I flashed the camera zip but it doesn't work, I'm not able to capture photos with camera zip, while flashing showed no md5 file
found....... I'm using moto g 2014 turbo ROM marshmallow, I flashed the camera zip but it doesn't work, it can't capture photos with camera, camera, Flashing showed no md5 file found.... ---------- Post added at 07:19 ---------- The previous post was at 07:10 ---------- Using the same phone and rom and works perfectly. Do not update the camera via play store,
the update will stop it. Download and flash again. Be sure to flash the incl.camera tuner version. Never mind that this was sent by Last Modified: October 15, 2016 ---------- Post added at 07:19 ---------- The previous post was at 07:10 ---------- Using the same phone and roma and works perfectly. Do not update the camera via play store, the update will stop it.
Download and flash again. Be sure to flash the incl.camera tuner version. It doesn't matter that this was sent by I flashed the same but tapping the functional keys, not getting any response Screenshot_20161015-234512.jpg Reactions: Plabon7 Apk not installed on Non-Rooted 6.0 MM Moto G3 I have an XT1543 Moto G3 and the camera apk does not work.
I'm not rooted and I don't have an unlocked bootloader. What can I do to install the apk? Page 9 Please include the addon.d script in the camara motorcycle zip. So that you don't have to configure flashing night compilation every time. Thanks in advance How to install this gallery of suckers???? The camera worked perfectly! But, I would like to know if there
is any stock file of this camera, as if it were a backup, if in the future it gives a problem with this. Problem I was using the g4 motorcycle camera app on my Moto X Play, but after the last security update it is impossible. What can I do? (The phone is not rooted) Page 10 Moto g4 Official [Room, File Manager, Weather and Weather Widget, Boot Logo &amp;
Boot Animation] For all Moto G devices Time and Weather Description Widget Download: All links NO Mirror please.... Weather and Weather widget app: LINK Time and Weather Widget Flashable Zip : LINK Instructions Apps . Download the file to your phone. Install it as other Flashable Zip Apk files. Download the file to your phone. Restart in TWRP/CWM
Recovery . Flash the Zip file where it was downloaded. Reboot &amp; Enjoy Moto g4 Boot Logo &amp; Boot Animation Downloads: All LINKS NO Mirror please..... For Stock ROM Boot Logo &amp; Animation Flashable Zip : LINK For Custom ROM Boot Logo Flashable Zip : LINK &amp; Boot Animation Flashable Zip : LINK Moto g4 / Moto g4 Plus Nougat
Boot Animation : All Links NO Mirror please..... For custom ROM Boot Logo Flashable Zip : LINK &amp; Boot Animation Flashable Zip : LINK Instructions . Download the file to your phone. Restart in TWRP/CWM Recovery . Flash the Zip file where it was downloaded. Reboot &amp; Enjoy File Manager Downloads: All links NO Mirror please.... App File
Manager: LINK statements . Download the file to your phone. like other camera downloads of the Apk file: all NO Mirror links please.... Camera app: LINK Camera Flashable Zip (flash all 4 File to work properly Stock Camera) : LINK Those who have to deal with the SD card problem in the camera app solution is here LINK App Instructions. Download the file
to your phone. . like other flashable zip Apk files. Download the file to your phone. Restart in TWRP/CWM Recovery . Flash the Zip file where it was downloaded. Restart and enjoy Galary downloads: all NO Mirror links please.... Galary app: LINK instructions. Download the file to your phone. Install it like other Apk files What works. All! What's wrong. You tell
me! Credits. Alberto97 . Even for me. SenorChang . VivekChib007 . dado_13 can't work on this gallery on motorcycle g 2014 .. using cyanogen 14.1 .. anyone who wants to help:cry: Reactions: kanabrava cant work this gallery on motorcycle g 2014 .. using cyanogen 14.1 .. anyone who wants to help:cry: You need Link2SD and Root. If you can't download
the Motorola Gallery from the play store or install fom apk just do this, download any gallery like QuickPic open and grant permissions, then you can't download the motorola gallery from the play store when it's installed open Link2SD and make the Motorola gallery a system app, restart your phone and you see it works normal (Now you can't move photos to
SDCard etc.) Finally quickpic unnistall if you want :good: Camera app link Not working. please help. I installed the camera APK, it works, so Google says there is an update on Play, I update the app and the new camera app freezes. I removed the APK and reinstalled the stock version, but now I noticed that using the old camera, it doesn't focus automatically.
I cleared the cache/application data, no changes. I'm using stock 6.0 (rooted). What can I do? Hey, I'm using the official AEX ROM based on 7.1.1 on my Moto g turbo. I was crossing the playstore and he recommended Moto Camera. I didn't know it would be compatible. So I installed it but couldn't get past the home screen because I couldn't touch the
buttons. Then I realized that I had changed the size of my display in small from normal from the display settings. Putting it to normal worked but makes the rest of the user interface great. Is there any way I can use my favorite viewing size and still use the Moto Camera app? Nice package! Moto g4 Official [Room, File Manager, Weather and Weather Widget,
Startup Logo &amp; Startup Animation] For all Moto G Devices Time and Weather Description Widget Download: All LINKS NO Mirror please.... Weather and Weather widget app: LINK Time and Weather Widget Flashable Zip : LINK Instructions Apps . Download the file to your phone. Install it as other Flashable Zip Apk files. Download the file to your phone.
Restart in TWRP/CWM Recovery . Flash the Zip file where it was downloaded. Reboot &amp; Enjoy Moto g4 Boot Logo &amp; Boot Animation Downloads: All LINKS NO Mirror for Per Stock ROM Boot Logo &amp; Animation Flashable Zip : LINK Per Custom ROM Boot Logo Flashable Zip : LINK &amp; Boot Animation Flashable Zip : LINK Moto g4 / Moto
g4 Plus Nougat Boot Animation : All Links NO Mirror please..... Per custom ROM Boot Logo Flashable Zip : LINK &amp; Boot Animation Flashable Zip : LINK Instructions . Scaricare il file nel telefono . Riavviare in TWRP/CWM Recovery . Lampeggiare il file Zip Zip you've downloaded. Reboot &amp; Enjoy File Manager Downloads: All links NO Mirror
please.... App File Manager: LINK statements . Download the file to your phone. Install it like other camera downloads of the Apk file: all NO Mirror links please.... Camera app: LINK Camera Flashable Zip (flash all 4 File to work properly Stock Camera) : LINK Those who have to deal with the SD card problem in the camera app solution is here LINK App
Instructions. Download the file to your phone. Install it as other Flashable Zip Apk files. Download the file to your phone. Restart in TWRP/CWM Recovery . Flash the Zip file where it was downloaded. Restart and enjoy Galary downloads: all NO Mirror links please.... Galary app: LINK instructions. Download the file to your phone. Install it like other Apk files
What works. All! What's wrong. You tell me! Credits. Alberto97 . Even for me. SenorChang . VivekChib007 . dado_13 I enjoy My Moto G 2014 is alive again! Thank you! Great contribution, is there a way in the camera when recording a video can pause recording to shoot later? Thanks in advance Sent by my MotoG3 using xda labs error download Please, is it
possible to send these files back from the motorola camera? I can't open, all links talk that they are not available! Update links please all dead How to fix tunnel error instsallation due to Unable to install. Is there already an app issue with the same name? Ho Lineage rom Last modified: March 24, 2017 Is there a Nougat Moto G4 camera available? Available?
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